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Abstract

Path probing is essential to maintaining an efficient over-
lay network topology. However, the cost of complete prob-
ing can be as high as �������
	 , which is prohibitive in large-
scale overlay networks. Recently we proposed a method
that trades probing overhead for inference accuracy in
sparse networks such as the Internet. The method uses phys-
ical path information to infer path quality for all of the
����������
	 overlay paths, while actually probing only a
subset of the paths. In this paper we propose and evalu-
ate a distributed approach to implementing this method. We
describe a minimum diameter, link-stress bounded overlay
spanning tree, which is used to collect and disseminate path
quality information. All nodes in the tree collaborate to in-
fer the quality of all paths. Simulation results show this ap-
proach can achieve a high-level of inference accuracy while
reducing probing overhead and balancing link stress on the
spanning tree.

1. Introduction

Overlay networks, in which end hosts form a virtual net-
work atop a physical network, can provide an adaptable and
responsive chassis on which to implement communication
services for distributed applications. Overlay networks have
been used to support end-system multicast, structured peer-
to-peer systems, global event notification services, resilient
routing, and denial-of-service attack prevention. Each log-
ical link in the overlay network comprises an end-to-end
path in the physical network. The choice of paths to be in-
cluded in the overlay network may have significant effect
on performance. In dynamic environments such as the Inter-
net, the quality (in terms of loss rate, available bandwidth,
delay, etc.) of paths between nodes may change frequently.
Hence, it is important for overlay nodes to monitor the qual-
ity of paths and adjust the overlay topology accordingly.

To monitor a path, a node can periodically send probe
packets to the node at the other end of the path, which re-

turns acknowledgement packets. From the delay character-
istics and delivery status of these probe/acknowledgement
packet pairs, a node can infer the quality of the path. In com-
plete pairwise probing, as employed in RON [2], each node
probes the paths from itself to all other nodes. Although
this approach can produce complete and accurate quality re-
sults, the probing overhead is quadratic in the overlay net-
work size and can lead to high link stress even in medium-
sized overlay networks of 100 nodes [18].

We recently proposed an approach to reduce probing
overhead by exploiting information of the underlying physi-
cal network topology [18]. This method is based on two ob-
servations. First, the quality of a path can be inferred from
the quality of its constitutent subpaths, or segments. Second,
in a sparse network such as the Internet, the paths in an over-
lay network overlap considerably. Hence, by probing only a
subset of the ������������	 paths, we can infer quality infor-
mation on all segments in the overlay network, from which
we can produce bounded approximations on the quality of
all the paths. In [18], we described a centralized implemen-
tation strategy, in which a leader is elected to coordinate the
probing and inference process. This strategy is well-suited
to overlay networks in which management decisions are al-
ready centralized. However, in systems where the nature of
the overlay network is distributed, the leader is a potential
performance bottleneck and a single point of failure. In ad-
dition, the stress on the links close to the leader may be high.
Moreover, overlay nodes in systems such as RON may re-
quire global path quality information to make routing de-
cisions locally. Having the leader broadcast the quality in-
formation of all the �����������
	 paths is not practical and
counter to the objective to reduce overhead.

In this paper we propose a distributed implementation
approach designed to address these issues. We use a min-
imum diameter, link-stress bounded overlay spanning tree
to disseminate path quality information. Special steps are
taken to minimize the bandwidth consumption. All nodes
participate in the monitoring process by executing the same



algorithm. At the end of each probing round, every node has
acquired all the path quality information. Simulation results
show this approach can achieve a high-level of inference ac-
curacy while reducing probing overhead and balancing link
stress on the spanning tree.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe related work in overlay network
monitoring and network management. In Section 3, we re-
view our inference and path selection algorithms. We intro-
duce the general architecture of our monitoring system in
Section 4 and describe several improvement techniques in
Section 5. We present the performance evaluation results in
Section 6, and make concluding remarks in Section 7. Due
to space limitations, some details are omitted here, but may
be found in [17].

2. Background and Related Work

Since the performance of overlay networks is sensitive to
changes in path quality, path probing is essential for main-
taining efficient overlay networks. Systems targeting small
overlay networks usually employ pairwise probing. Larger
overlay networks employ techniques such as hierarchy, ap-
proximation, or aggregation to improve the probing scal-
ability. For example, application-level multicast protocols
can take advantage of the tree stucture to reduce probing
overhead. On the other hand, peer-to-peer systems use ran-
domization to choose neighbors for each member, and some
works address how to generate a good random node subset
for probing. Our approach to reducing probing overhead is
orthogonal in that we focus on the tradeoff between prob-
ing cost and probing accuracy, instead of on the tradeoff be-
tween probing cost and probing completeness.

One disadvantage of overlay networks is communica-
tion inefficiency caused by discrepancies between the logi-
cal and physical topology (e.g., overlay paths may be longer
and overlap more than necessary). Although physical topol-
ogy information is usually not available at end nodes, many
end-to-end approaches [5,19] can be used to obtain, or infer,
such information. Many overlay systems can benefit from
physical topology information, and increasingly protocols
are designed to exploit such information. In [11], Kwon
and Fahmy propose a protocol that builds efficient multicast
trees at the application level based on the topology informa-
tion. In [7], Cui, Stoica and Katz propose a correlated link
failure probability model to allocate backup paths in over-
lay networks. Their approach implicitly exploits the physi-
cal network topology information to build the failure proba-
bility model. The methods we propose in [18] explore how
overlay network probing might benefit if topology informa-
tion is widely available.

Our method of selected probing and path quality esti-
mation is similar to network tomography approaches [3, 6]

that infer link delay, loss rate, or available bandwidth from
end-to-end measurements. However, those methods primar-
ily address quality inference for ���������	��
� links, while our
interest is in end-to-end ��
���� quality. In addition, since
network tomography methods are designed to support net-
work management, they are usually executed offline and can
therefore be computationally intensive. On the other hand,
an overlay monitoring system needs to be lightweight and
executed online. The distributed approach proposed in this
paper facilitates the integration of our tomography mecha-
nisms [18] into a wider class of overlay network systems.

Since the proposed method is distributed, overlay nodes
periodically exchange information with one another. To mit-
igate this overhead, we construct link-stress-aware spanning
trees to distribute the communication load. Although load
balancing is a well-studied problem, to our knowledge the
problem of link-stress balancing in overlay networks has
not been addressed previously. We propose a simple algo-
rithm to construct a minimum diameter, link-stress bounded
overlay spanning tree. The algorithm is based on the BCT
algorithm [15] for the limited diameter, residual-balanced
(LDRB) spanning tree problem. Although we developed the
new algorithm specifically for overlay network monitoring,
it may be of more general use. Finally, we note that span-
ning trees have been used previously in the context of rout-
ing algorithms as a way to reduce the cost of all-to-all flood-
ing [10]. Although our motives are similar, in that we want
to reduce the cost of all-to-all probing, we exploit the rela-
tionship between our inference algorithm and the tree struc-
ture to reduce the bandwidth consumption.

3. Inference and Path Selection

3.1. Notations

An overlay network is a logical abstraction of the under-
lying physical network. Figure 1 shows the composition of
an overlay network, with the bottom layer representing the
physical network, and the top layer representing the over-
lay network. Formally, the overlay network is represented
as a graph ������������� , where the vertex set � is the col-
lection of all overlay nodes, and the edge set � is a col-
lection of paths between overlay node pairs. All routers, as
well as end nodes not involved in the overlay network, are
abstracted away from the vertex set � . Similarly, the phys-
ical links of the selected overlay paths are not included in
the edge set � .

In sparse networks, overlay paths often overlap.
As shown in Figure 1, path �! � �"�!�#�$�&%'��%( 	
shares the physical links �!� and �)% with paths
�+* � �"�!�#�$�&%'��%(�,�$�(-.��-/* 	 and �!0 �
�1�+�#���&%'�$%(�,���(-.�$-20 	 . To represent this property,
we extend the overlay network model defined above to in-
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Figure 1. An overlay network, showing path
segments and physical network.

clude path segments. A path segment is a subpath of a phys-
ical path and comprises one or more physical links. Every
overlay path in turn comprises one or more path seg-
ments. In relation to the paths in an overlay network, path
segments are defined as follows:

Definition 1: A path segment is one of the maximal sub-
paths in a path such that all the inner vertices on the sub-
path are not incident to any other physical links in the over-
lay network.

For a given overlay network, we construct the path seg-
ment set � as follows. For each overlay path, find its corre-
sponding physical path. If the path overlaps with any seg-
ment in � , split the path into several subpaths so that the
subpaths are either identical to one segment in � , or they are
disjoint with all segments in � . If this is infeasible because a
segment in � contains some of the subpaths but is not iden-
tical to them, then split those segments into subpaths. Re-
peat this process until any two subpaths or segment-subpath
pair are either disjoint or identical. Add the newly generated
subpaths to � as new segments. Discard any redundant seg-
ments. If a physical path does not overlap with any segment
in � , add it to � as a single segment. Select the next over-
lay path and repeat this process.

After the construction of path segment set � , every over-
lay path can be expressed as one or several path segments
in � . The construction algorithm guarantees that each path
segment in � is disjoint with all other segments. Essentially
this process changes a set of overlay paths to a set of path
segments. The middle layer in Figure 1 shows the 5 path
segments found in the overlay network.

3.2. Inference Algorithm

Our approach to quality estimation is based on the fol-
lowing assumptions. First, we assume paths between pairs
of overlay nodes significantly overlap. Experiments on real
Internet topologies, where the average vertex degree is a
constant [9], reveal that the number of segments in an over-
lay network is much smaller than the number of paths [18].
Indeed, the number of segments in a sparse network is usu-
ally ����� 	 or ����������� � 	 , depending on the topology, where
� is the number of overlay nodes. Our inference algorithm
exploits this property to infer the quality of all path seg-
ments, from which it further calculates the quality of all the
paths. Second, we assume route changes are much less fre-
quent than path quality changes. This property is generally
true since a route change is usually caused by path quality
change while the reverse does not necessarily hold. Exper-
imental results also show that Internet paths are relatively
stable [20]. Third, we assume packets traversing the same
physical link within a short time period will experience sim-
ilar channel conditions. Many other end-to-end measure-
ment applications employ algorithms based on this assump-
tion [8]. Fourth, we assume the physical link composition
of every path is known by at least one overlay node. Al-
though this assumption has not generally held in the past, in-
creasingly end node techniques and tools such as traceroute,
topology servers [14], and network tomography [6] can be
used to obtain physical topology information. Such infor-
mation is also used in other overlay network projects [7,11].

The inference algorithm we use in this study, called the
minimax inference algorithm, is one that we proposed in
[18]. The algorithm is applicable to metrics such as packet
loss status and available bandwidth, and is based on the
following observations. For such metrics, the quality of a
given segment is bounded below by the maximum quality of
those paths that are probed and contain the segment. More-
over, the quality of an unprobed path in the overlay network
is bounded above by the minimum quality among its con-
stituent segments.

Let us demonstrate the behavior of the minimax infer-
ence algorithm through an example using the network in
Figure 1; complete details of the algorithm can be found
in [18]. Assume node � probes nodes  and * simultane-
ously, while node * probes node 0 at roughly the same
time. Assume further nodes � and * receive the corre-
sponding acknowledgements from nodes  and 0 respec-
tively, but that the acknowledgement from node * to � does
not arrive. From these results we can infer that either the
probe packet or the acknowledgement packet between �
and * is lost. The loss could have occurred on any of seg-
ments � , � , or � (or at one of the incident vertices, due to
a queue overflow). Assume the segment loss status is static
within a short time interval, i.e., either all packets traversing



a segment within this period are lost, or all of them are loss-
free. Under this assumption, since nodes � and * have re-
ceived acknowledgements from  and 0 , respectively, we
can assume that segments � , � , � , and � are loss-free. There-
fore segment � must be in a loss state. Moreover, from these
results we can infer that the other paths containing segment
� ( �!0 ,  * , and  )0 ) are also in a loss state, without actu-
ally probing them. Similarly, we can infer lower bounds on
available bandwidth on unprobed paths.

3.3. Path Selection Algorithm

We emphasize that the minimax algorithm is an approx-
imation algorithm, enabling us only to infer lower bounds
on path quality. The accuracy of the inference, or the dif-
ference between the actual quality and the inferred lower
bound, depends on the distribution of the quality values and
the selection of the paths to be probed. For example, if all
the segments in Figure 1 except � were loss-free, and we
happened to select paths �! , � * , and �!0 for probing,
then the probing results of all three paths would indicate
loss states. Moreover, the algorithm would also infer paths
 �* ,  )0 , and * 0 to be in a loss state, even though they are
actually loss-free. However, as more paths are probed, the
lower bounds can be raised closer to the actual quality val-
ues.

We adopt a two-stage path selection algorithm. In the
first stage, we select a minimum set of paths that covers all
the path segments. This problem resembles the minimum
weighted set cover problem [4], and we use a greedy algo-
rithm to obtain an approximate solution. In the second stage,
we continue to add paths to the set until the number of se-
lected paths equals an application-specified threshold

�
. In

this stage, we try to balance the stress, or the number of
traversing paths, on each segment. We use a set-cover-like
algorithm to add paths. The basic idea is to select the path
that maximizes the number of segments for which the stress
is made closer to the average.

3.4. Quality Estimation

In [18], we present results of an extensive study of path
quality estimation. Those results show that, depending on
the topology, the inference and path selection algorithms
can provide quality estimation with up to 90% average ac-
curacy for all paths with ������� � � � 	 probing overhead. For
example, Figure 2 shows the result for available bandwidth
estimation with ����� ����� � 	 probe packets on the actual In-
ternet AS-level topology as of February 2000 [12]. The
first stage alone of the minimax algorithm (labeled All-
Bounded) achieves over 80% average accuracy. Increasing
to � ����� � probes raises the average accuracy to over 90%.
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Figure 2. Number of probe packets vs. avail-
able bandwidth estimation accuracy [18]

4. System Design and Operation

In this section we describe a distributed approach to exe-
cuting the minimax inference algorithm. Essentially, each
node in the overlay network performs the tasks of prob-
ing and inference, using a spanning tree to exchange results
with the other nodes. We refer to this tree as the dissemina-
tion tree. Here, we focus on the basic operation using a rel-
atively simple minimum spanning tree. In the next section,
we describe optimizations to reduce link stress and band-
width consumption.

In order to limit the time required for a probing and in-
ference calculations, it is desirable to constrain the diame-
ter of the dissemination tree. A diameter constrained mini-
mum spanning tree can be constructed using any of the pro-
posed algorithms [1]. After the tree is constructed, the cen-
ter of the tree is located using a simple algorithm: select an
arbitrary node � and use depth first search to find the node,
 , farthest away from � in the tree. Next, find node * far-
thest away from  . Then a center of path  �* is also a cen-
ter of the tree. We identify the center as the root of the span-
ning tree, and every node is assigned a level value denoting
the distance to the root in terms of tree edges.

The system requires network topology information to be
available at at least one node. We distinguish two cases: (1)
all nodes maintain consistent topology and overlay mem-
bership information, and (2) some nodes do not have this
information. In the first case, each node independently han-
dles member joins and leaves, computes path segments, and
identifies the set of paths it should probe using the path se-
lection algorithm. Since the topology information is consis-
tent at each node, and the path selection is deterministic,
the path sets should be identical at all nodes. In the second
case, a node with topology information is elected as a leader
that handles member joins and leaves, generates segments,
and computes the path set for each node. Unlike a central-



ized algorithm, the leader node does not execute the infer-
ence algorithm. Instead, it simply sends to each node the set
of selected paths that are incident to that node, with the con-
stituent segments of the paths specified.

The system operation is shown in Figure 3. In both cases,
our system comprises a spanning tree rooted at its center,
and each node has assigned to it a (possibly empty) set of in-
cident paths that it should probe. The composition of these
paths in terms of segments is also known at each node. We
use an unreliable network protocol such as UDP to send
probe/acknowledgement packets, and we use a reliable pro-
tocol such as TCP for communication along the tree edges.
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Figure 3. System operation.

In our system the quality inference and dissemination
processes are integrated. Each node participates in the dis-
semination process in an up-down fashion by passing re-
sults up and down the spanning tree. When the dissemina-
tion terminates, each node has obtained the bounded quality
estimation for all segments.

Any node in the system can start the procedure by send-
ing a “start” packet to the root, which forwards the packet
down to every node in the tree. On receiving the start packet,
a node sets a timer according to its ��� ��� � value before con-
ducting the probing. The purpose is to have all nodes start
probing at approximately the same time so that they can ex-
perience the same quality on common segments.

When the timer fires, a node selects the paths incident
to it from the probing set and sends probing packets to the
nodes at the other end of the paths. It then derives path qual-
ity from the probing results and assigns the path quality as
segment quality to all the segments in a selected path. Since
each node only probes a small subset of paths, it needs to
exchange the probing results with other nodes by dissemi-
nating its inferred quality of segments.

The dissemination starts at the leaf nodes. Each leaf node
sends the quality of segments in its probed paths to its par-
ent in the spanning tree. Upon receiving such a packet, a

node compares the quality of segments in the packet with
the locally inferred segment quality. If the quality of a seg-
ment in the packet is lower than the locally inferred qual-
ity of the same segment, then this quality information in the
packet is discarded, otherwise the local quality value is up-
dated.

After the node has received and processed such pack-
ets from all of its children, it sends all the local infer-
ences and inferences received from its children up to its
parent. The parent will process the packet using the same
method. The procedure repeats until the root of the tree is
reached. The root then compares the inferences from differ-
ent branches. For each segment, the maximum inference is
selected as the quality value of this segment. Then the root
sends down along the spanning tree a packet containing all
the inferred segment quality to all the nodes. When receiv-
ing such packets, a node updates its local inference by using
the inferred quality in the packet. This round of probing ter-
minates when all the leaf nodes have processed the packet.

The computational complexity of this approach is ��� � � � 	
at all nodes. Next, we derive the communication overhead
in terms of packet number and bandwidth consumption. Let

 be the size in bytes of the quality information of a sin-
gle segment, including the segment ID and its quality value.
Assume 
#��� in a typical system. In the uphill stage, each
node sends exactly one packet to its parent, and the size
of the packet depends on the level of the node. The largest
packets are the ones sent to the root by its children. For
example, in Figure 3, leaf node � probes two paths. As-
sume there are a total of 16 segments in these two paths.
Then node � would send only 64 bytes to its parent node
* . On the other hand, node * needs to send the information
about 7 paths (2 from � , 3 from % , and 2 local) to its par-
ent node � , including probably 50 or so segments that cor-
respond to about 200 bytes. Assume the root has � children,
then on average the packet size at this level is 


�
�
� �
� , since

the root is expected to receive the information about all
�
�
�

segments. In the downhill stage, the root sends quality in-
formation for segments to all other nodes along the span-
ning tree. Hence, the size of all such packets is 


�
�
�
. Over-

all, the total number of packets in one probing round (ex-
cluding probing packets) is � � ��� , i.e., two times the num-
ber of tree edges. The bandwidth consumption on each path
is ��� � � � 	 . In the next section we will show how to reduce
the bandwidth consumption.

5. Enhancements

In our approach we disseminate the segment quality in-
formation through the diameter constrained minimum span-
ning tree. Since the size of this information is moderate in
small and medium scale overlay networks, we expected the
bandwidth consumption on each link is also small. How-



ever, we noticed in our simulation that the bandwidth con-
sumption on some links is relatively high, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. In this experiment, we randomly assign 64 overlay
nodes to 6474 vertices in a real AS-level Internet topology
(see Section6 for description of the topology “as6474 64”),
and construct a diameter constraint minimum spanning tree.
Simulation results show that over 90% of the links have a
stress no higher than 1, with bandwidth consumption be-
low 1KB. However, some links have a stress value around
10, and one link even has a stress value of 61, which corre-
sponds to a bandwidth consumption of about 300KB. This
is due to the fact that multiple tree edges may share seg-
ments, thus the link stress on some segments may be much
higher than in the common case. This is particularly prob-
lematic since the volumn of information disseminated in our
system may be large. Clearly we need to limit the worst-
case bandwidth consumption on segments.
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Figure 4. Unbalanced link stress and band-
width consumption.

In this section we describe two enhancements to our ba-
sic system. First, we consider an alternative topologies for
the dissemination tree that reduce link stress. We introduce
the minimum diameter, link-stress bounded (MDLB) over-
lay spanning tree problem and propose an approximation
algorithm to solve it. Next, we discuss how to use simple
methods to reduce bandwidth consumption during the pro-
cess of information exchange.

5.1. MDLB Problem

In our system we need to balance the node degree as well
as the link stress so that there will be no potential perfor-
mance bottleneck on nodes and communication links. We
argue that modern network nodes usually have high com-
putational power and thus can process a large number of in-
coming packets provided the communication links could af-
ford to keeping the incoming rate. Therefore we focus more
on balancing link stress than node degree. We suggest us-
ing a minimum diameter, link stress bounded overlay span-
ning tree to disseminate the quality information.

Definition 2: Minimum diameter, link stress bounded
(MDLB) overlay spanning tree problem

Given an undirected graph � � �"����� 	 , and another
undirected complete graph ��� � � ���"����� 	 denoting an
overlay network on � , where ��� � � , ��� ��� ��� � ��� �
�	��
���(
���� �"�,� ��� 	� , a cost � ��� 	������ for each ��� � , and
a cost � ����� 	������ , � ����� 	)����������� � ��� 	 for each ����� ��� ,
link stress  ��� 	.� � � � � � � � � � � � �!� � �  � ; find a span-
ning tree " of ��� with minimum diameter, subject to the
constraint that  ��� 	$#! �%$&(' ��� 	 , for all ��� � .

MDLB problem is similar to the minimum diameter,
degree-bounded spanning tree problem (MDDB) [15]. In
MDDB problem, the goal is to find a spanning tree that has
a bounded maximum node degree with minimum diame-
ter. This problem is NP-complete [15]. In [17], we show
MDLB is also NP-complete by reducing MDDB to MDLB.

Theorem 1. The decision version of MDLB - finding
a spanning tree with diameter bound  and a link stress
constraint  %)&�' � � 	 for each link, is NP complete, for *	#
 %)&�' ��� 	�# �

��� � � � ��� � ���
	 � � .
Although the MDLB problem looks similar to the

MDDB problem, they are fundamentally different. We can-
not convert a MDLB problem to a MDDB one by sim-
ply constructing a graph with swapped vertex and edge
sets. Actually in MDDB we only care about the node de-
gree allocation. The actual path between any node pair is
unimportant. Therefore the problem makes no much dif-
ference on overlay or physical networks. In MDLB, how-
ever, the actual path between a node pair will affect the
maximum link stress value. For spanning trees in a physi-
cal network, the maximum link stress is always 1. Hence,
the MDLB problem makes sense only on an overlay net-
work. Figure 5 shows an example where a good solution to
MDDB is not a valid solution to MDLB. In this example,
the degree and link stress constraints are both set to 3. Con-
sider the link stress resulting when the paths in the overlay
network are mapped to physical links. This example shows
the MDDB solution does not satisfy the link stress con-
straint, since the addition of the tree edge * � makes the
stress on the bridge link be higher than 3.

We use a heuristic algorithm for the MDLB problem,
which is similar to the BCT algorithm [15] for the MDDB
related LDRB problem. In this algorithm, we build a span-
ning tree incrementally. Let " be the partial tree, + � � �-, � � 	
be the distance between node , and � , and + �	
/.��-" �0, 	 be
the longest path in " starting from node , . At each step, we
select a node , ��1" such that 2�35476 �98 + �:, � � 	<;=+ �	
/.��-" � � 	
is minimized while the stress on each link � (equivalently,
its corresponding segment) is bounded by  %)&�' � ��	 , and add
it to the tree at � . The stress of the links in �:, � � 	 is incre-
mented by 1 after the addition.
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Figure 5. An example where the performance
of MDDB and MDLB differ.

Sometimes it is difficult to find a tree that satisfies the
link stress constraints while having a reasonably small di-
ameter. If the resulting diameter is too large, we can relax
the link stress constraint and repeat the algorithm. To in-
crease the chance of obtaining a better result, we can in-
terleave the MDLB algorithm with another tree algorithm.
The algorithm finds a spanning tree with a bounded diam-
eter and minimum link stress (BDML). In each step the al-
gorithm finds a node such that one of its paths to the tree
has the minimum link stress and satisfies the diameter con-
straint. This algorithm does not guarantee that the link stress
of the tree edges is below a constraint value. We combine
these two algorithms to find better spanning trees. First we
initialize the diameter constraint value and the link stress
constraint value. Then we run the BDML algorithm with
this diameter constraint. If the resulting link stress is not
satisfactory, we run the MDLB algorithm and relax the link
stress constraints. Next, if the MDLB algorithm still fails,
we run the BDML again with a relaxed diameter constraint.
In this way, we can find a spanning tree with good charac-
teristics in both diameter and link stress. We can adjust the
relaxation steps to bias towards the metric we are more in-
terested. In Section 6, we compare the properties and per-
formance of these variations.

5.2. Reducing Bandwidth Consumption

We adopt a history-based approach to reduce bandwidth
consumption. If the quality value to be reported to its par-
ent at a node for a segment is similar to the value reported
in the previous round, then this information will not be in-
cluded in the reporting packet and the parent will use the
value reported by this child in the previous round. By “sim-
ilar” we mean the two values are equal within a small er-
ror interval, or both values are greater than an application
specific lower bound threshold  , which denotes the low-
est acceptable quality value. By lowering  we can further
reduce the bandwidth consumption.

To implement such a strategy, we maintain a segment-
neighbor table at each node. In this table, each row corre-

sponds to a segment. The table has � � ; � columns, where
� is the number of neighbors of the node in the spanning
tree, including its parent and children. For every segment
the node records the quality value received from and sent to
each neighbor in the previous round. The other column is
used to store the quality value inferred locally. Initially the
table contains all zeros. Figure 6 shows the tables and their
relationships.
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Figure 6. The segment-neighbor tables.

We use � � � � ��
� , � � � i �  ��. , � � � i � � , � � � �  ��. , and � � ��� � to
denote respectively the quality values of segment � inferred
at the local node, received from the � th child, sent to the � th
child, received from the parent, and sent to the parent.

On sending a packet to the parent, a node calculates the
maximum quality value of all � � � i �  ��. and � � ��� ��
� for ev-
ery segment � , adds this value to the packet when the value
is not similar to � � � � � , and updates � � � � � . On sending a
packet to the � th child, a node calculates the maximum
quality value of all � � � i �  ��. , � � ��� ��
� and � � � �  ��. for ev-
ery segment � , adds this value to the packet when the value
is not similar to � � � x � � , and updates � � � x � � .

To ensure the segment information will not be dissemi-
nated if there is no node in the upper/lower subtree probing
the segment or the quality value does not change, we add
the following operations. On sending a packet to the par-
ent, a node sets � � � �  ��. equal to � � � � � , so that even if the
parent does not send down new values of this segment be-
cause there are no value changes, the node can still get the
same value from � � � �  ��. on receiving a packet from the
parent. Similarly we set the value of � � � x � � on receiving a
packet from child � , and set the value of � � � x �  ��. on send-
ing a packet to child � , and set the value of � � � � � on receiv-
ing packet from the parent. The pseudo code of the algo-
rithm is shown in [17].

We show that all nodes achieve the best quality approx-
imation for all segments when the above algorithm termi-
nates. Obviously a node sends quality value upward only



when there are some changes of the segment quality in its
subtree, in that case the value sent is the highest value cur-
rently in the subtree. So the root will get the highest lower
bound for each segment, either inferred locally, or from a
packet sent from one of its children, or from a stored value
which denotes the value is sent from a child and there is no
quality change in the subtree of that child. In either case the
value is up-to-date. The root or a parent node will send the
highest lower bound to its children, or the stored value in-
dicates a child has inferred the same value. In either case it
ensures the children will have the up-to-date highest lower
bound.

6. Performance Evaluation

As a case study, we developed a path loss-state moni-
toring system based on our inference algorithms and im-
plementation strategies. We use a packet-level simulator to
study its performance in terms of inference accuracy, worst
case link stress, and per-link bandwidth consumption.

6.1. Simulation Setup

We study the overlay network problems on real Inter-
net topologies. We use three different topologies. Two of
them are ISP-level topologies provided by the Rocketfuel
project [16]. They reflect the typical ISP topologies around
the year of 2002. The other one is an AS-level topology pro-
vided by NLANR [12]. It reflects the Internet topology at
the AS-level around May of 2000.

We randomly select vertices in the topologies as over-
lay nodes. The size of the overlay networks varies from 4
to 256, with an exponential step in power of 2. For each
size we generate 10 overlay networks with different ran-
dom seeds. The performance evaluation results reflect the
average values in the 10 overlay networks, unless speci-
fied otherwise. We use Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm
to construct physical paths between pairs of overlay nodes.
Only one (“rfb315” with 315 vertices) of the ISP topolo-
gies provides the link weight information. In the other ISP
topology (“rf9418” with 9418 vertices) and the AS topol-
ogy (”as6474” with 6474 vertices) we use physical hops as
link weight in path construction.

In each configuration we conduct 1000 probing rounds
and report the spatial statistics within one round or the tem-
poral statistics for all rounds. The size of the quality infor-
mation of one segment is set to 4 bytes. This size can be re-
duced to two bytes plus one bit if using loss bitmap.

6.2. Inference Accuracy

The system we implemented is a path loss-state monitor-
ing tool based on our minimax inference algorithm. We use

the LM1 model in [13] to set the loss rate. The loss rate of
the good nodes is set between 0 and 1%, and the loss rate
of the bad nodes is set between 5% to 10%. The

�
parame-

ter, or the fraction of the good nodes, is set to 90%. Nodes
in the overlay network are randomly assigned to be in ei-
ther good or bad states.

Our algorithm is a conservative one, of which the goal is
to exclude bad paths from consideration, which is a fairly
common operation in overlay nodes under normal condi-
tions. Our algorithm guarantees it will detect every path that
is in loss state. In other words, our system has a perfect er-
ror coverage, which was verified by the simulation results.
As its cost, the system has a relatively high false positive
rate (the ratio of the numbers of detected lossy path over the
real lossy path in each round), as shown in Figure 7. The fig-
ure compares the Cumulative Distribution Function of false
positive rate on 4 test configurations, namely, a 64-node
overlay network on each of the three topologies and an-
other 256-node overlay network on the topology “as6474”.
The number of probing packets is set to the size of a min-
imum segment set cover. The probing fraction is the ra-
tio of the number of probed paths over the number of to-
tal ��� ��� ����	 paths. The figure shows under this condi-
tion all of them have high false positive rate in most prob-
ing rounds, which means each node will obtain a number of
lossy paths that is several times higher than the real num-
ber. For example, in “as 64” and “rf9418 64”, if the real
number of lossy segments is 1, then in more than 60% of
the probing rounds, a node will receive information denot-
ing there are more than 4 lossy paths in the system.

Figure 7. The CDF of false positive rate in 1000
probing rounds.

At first glance one may consider such inferences so in-
exact as to be of little use. However, we point out that our
goal is not to identify all the lossy paths, but rather find as
many as possible loss-free paths with high confidence and



low overhead. In this sense, our algorithm is useful since
by probing a small set of paths we can still find many good
paths with guaranteed quality, at least in the cases where
the loss rate is not too high. Figure 8 shows, except in
“rf9418 64”, the algorithm will identify more than 80% of
the good paths with less than 10% paths probed in most
probing rounds. Even in “rf9418 64”, the good path detec-
tion rate is still higher than 60% in most rounds.

Figure 8. The CDF of good path detection rate
in 1000 probing rounds.

6.3. Link Stress and Bandwidth Consumption

We study the worst-case link stress and bandwidth con-
sumption in this subsection. We compare the performance
of several tree-building algorithms on the metrics of aver-
age and worst-case link stress, tree diameter, and the corre-
sponding link bandwidth consumption in our system. The
algorithms corresponds to the diameter constrained mini-
mum spanning tree (DCMST), the minimum diameter link
stress bounded spanning tree (MDLB), the limited diam-
eter, link stress balanced spanning tree (LDLB), and the
combination of the MDLB and a bounded diameter, min-
imum link stress spanning tree, with various increasing
steps (MDLB+BDML1, MDLB+BDML2). The resulting
link stress statistics and the bandwidth consumption values
on the topology “as 64” are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows that all of these trees have small aver-
age link stress. However, their worst-case link stress, which
may affect the system robustness and performance bottle-
neck, is different. Not surprisingly, the algorithm oblivious
to link stress (DCMST) has the worst performance in terms
of stress balance and link bandwidth consumption. It gen-
erates a worst-case link stress of 61 and a corresponding
bandwidth consumption of about 300KB. In MDLB algo-
rithm, we set the initial link stress limit  �%)&�' ��� 	 be 1 for
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Figure 9. The relationship between link stress,
diameter, and bandwidth consumption.

every link � , and run the algorithm to minimize the tree di-
ameter. If no such tree with these link stress constraints can
be constructed, we increment  %)&�' ��� 	 by 1 for every link �
and repeat the algorithm until one tree is found. Since the
MDLB algorithm solves the problem by periodically relax-
ing constraint on link stress, the final link stress may not be
reduced much. The results show the worst-case link stress
is 33 in this case. In LDLB algorithm, we set the diame-
ter limit be � ����� � where � is the number of overlay nodes,
and run the algorithm to balance the link stress. We do this
by selecting the path at each step that satisfies the diame-
ter constraint while minimizing the maximum link stress.
In this case, the worst-case link stress is lower at 27. The
combined algorithm can achieve either low link stress or di-
ameter by adjusting the steps it uses for recalculating con-
straints. For example, the MDLB+BDML1 algorithm in-
creases the link stress constraints by 1 at each step while
relaxing the diameter constraint by � � � � . It can reduce the
worst-case link stress to 13, but incur a large diameter. On
the other hand, the MDLB+BDML2 algorithm increases the
link stress constraints by 1 while relaxing the diameter con-
straint by 0.1. It has comparable performance as of LDLB.
From the figure we also see the worst-case bandwidth con-
sumption is highly correlated to the worst-case link stress in
our system.

6.4. Reduction of Bandwidth Consumption

Finally, in Figure 10 we show the bandwidth consump-
tion for quality information dissemination on the topology
“as 64”. In each round the bandwidth required for any on-
tree link is usually small, typically a few kilobytes or less.
As shown in Figure 10, our history-based algorithm can
substantially reduce the information required to be trans-
mitted. The average bandwidth consumption on each link is
reduced from 3KB to around 2.6 KB. The reduction is de-
termined by link loss-state changes in successive rounds.



Figure 10. The bandwidth consumption.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we described a distributed implementation
of our overlay path probing and inference algorithms. Our
algorithms exploit the topology information to infer the path
quality from the probing results of other paths. The ap-
proach is based on the fact that in a sparse network over-
lay links significantly overlap with one another so that a
path probing reveals not only the quality of the specified
path but also partial quality information of other overlap-
ping paths. In our system, each overlay node selects a sub-
set of paths to probe. The combined probing results can be
used to infer the quality information of all paths while the
total number of probings is much lower than the number of
paths.

In our implementation, we addressed the problem of per-
formance bottleneck, link stress balancing, bandwidth con-
sumption reduction, and local quality information availabil-
ity. We employed a minimum diameter, link stress bounded
overlay spanning tree to disseminate quality information.
Every overlay node participates in the path probing and in-
formation dissemination process. The quality inference is
incrementally refined at each node. At the end of each prob-
ing round all the nodes obtain the best approximation of
the path quality information. To reduce the bandwidth con-
sumption we utilized history data of the quality values. Sim-
ulation results show our implementation can achieve good
performance in probing overhead reduction and load bal-
ancing while maintaining good quality inference accuracy.
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